
Larry Ladybird.

Was always suspicious of Spider. 

Saw Fly walking to Spider’s house on the night of the murder.

Thought Fly was lovely, polite and will be sorely missed by the 
community. 

Tried to warn Fly and will be campaigning for safer streets in the future. 



Wesley Wasp

Nosy neighbour who recently did some work at Spider’s house. 

Completely shocked by events, thought Spider was very welcoming and 
confident.  Never felt threatened by him, Spider had an appetite 
(enjoyed) for conversation and seemed friendly.

Didn’t know Fly that well, but thinks she was probably a bit naive. 

Surprised to see Spider convicted based on the evidence, but could see 
how he could be a bit slippery (untrustworthy). 



Detective Donna Dragonfly

• Pleased to see another awful criminal taken off the streets and brought to 
justice. 

• Had suspected Spider for years, following numerous complaints and had 
interviewed him in connection with several missing insect cases. 

• Urged other flies to be wary of local insects and not to travel at night and 
be wary of overly friendly strangers at all times. 

• Thanked the community and family for their help in putting Spider behind 
bars. 



Dougie Dungbeetle

• Thinks Fly got what she deserved for being so naïve and going back time 
and time again. 

• Is obviously sad to hear that she died but feels that his could serve as a 
lesson to bugs and insects everywhere.

• Had warned the police multiple times that Spider was a dangerous 
predator. 

• Is writing a formal letter of complaint to the police force about ignored 
warnings. 



Mary Mayfly

• Is mourning the death of her youngest. 

• Fly was a popular young insect with many friends and she was always 
too trusting for her own good.  She struggled to see the bad in 
anything or anyone. 

• Blames herself for not looking out for her daughter more carefully. 

• Is setting up a helpline to support other grieving insects dealing with 
personal loss.



Question card. 

• How do you feel about the news that Spider has been convicted? 

• How will this verdict (outcome) affect the community?

• How well did you know the victim (Fly)?

• How well did you know Spider?

• How could this sort of tragedy been prevented in future?

• What do you plan to do next?

• What advice do you have for other flies and members of the 
community?


